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	In the last few years SharePoint has taken the world by storm. In fact,
	the product is one of the fastest growing products in the history of
	Microsoft. Companies of all sizes are rapidly implementing SharePoint and
	moving it to the center of their organization. The interesting thing about
	SharePoint, however, is that if you ask ten different people what it is,
	they will probably give you ten different answers. The reason is because
	SharePoint has become a platform with many different capabilities. Sure, it
	has document management — but it also includes features that span everything
	from business intelligence to electronic form management. With so
	much functionality, used in so many different ways, no wonder people think
	of so many different things when they think of SharePoint.


	Having been a consultant for more than a decade, I can attest to the fact that
	every organization is different. The differences in organizations span everything
	from culture nuances to product-development cycles and everything in
	between. As a result, every organization implements and uses SharePoint in
	a way that makes sense within its own walls. Implementing SharePoint would
	be much easier if every organization could be shoehorned into the same little
	box. But every organization different — so too is the way every organization
	adopts SharePoint. To make matters worse SharePoint is dynamic. The needs
	of an organization are constantly shifting; the way SharePoint is used shifts
	as well. At first, you might want to use SharePoint as a portal to the company
	intranet (or, for that matter, to the Internet) and to manage your electronic
	content. As the portal is adopted, however, you might decide that you need
	to adopt a business-intelligence strategy. After you put your BI strategy is in
	place, integrating your backend Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system
	with SharePoint might become a priority as well.


	If working with SharePoint were as simple as installing the product and
	watching it solve problems, then consultants like me would be out of a job.
	SharePoint is an extensive platform and requires development at nearly every
	junction. The good news is that SharePoint redefines the term “developer.”
	A SharePoint developer is no longer only the computer science guru who
	spends time sorting through bits and bytes, looking at line after line of computer
	code in hopes of enlightenment (or “optimizing a complex algorithm,”
	if you will). The SharePoint platform is designed with the end user in mind —
	and provides tools that anyone can use to develop a SharePoint solution.
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SQL Server 2000 Fast Answers for DBAs and Developers, Signature EditionApress, 2005
Over the last five years, I have got into the habit of carrying around what I call "The Green Folder". This
folder contains useful Transact-SQL tricks, rare error code definitions, complicated syntax examples, bug
reports, and things I just cannot seem to remember without looking them up first.
My fellow SQL Server database...
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Beginning Responsive Web Design with HTML5 and CSS3Apress, 2014

	Beginning Responsive Web Design with HTML5 and CSS3 is your step-by-step guide to learning how to embrace responsive design for all devices. You will learn how to develop your existing HTML, CSS, and JavaScript skills to make your sites work for the modern world. Web sites and apps are now accessed on a wide range...
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Object-Oriented JavaScriptPackt Publishing, 2008
Once listed in the "nice to have" sections of job postings, these days the knowledge of JavaScript is a deciding factor when it comes to hiring web developers. And rightly so. Where in the past we used to have the occasional few lines of JavaScript embedded in a web page, now we have advanced libraries and extensible architectures,...
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Managing TimeRoutledge, 2011

	Learning Made Simple books give you skills without frills. They are matched to the main qualifications and written by experienced teachers and authors to make often tricky subjects simple to learn. Every book is designed carefully to provide bite-sized lessons matched to readers' needs.
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Reason 2.5 Ignite! (Power Start)Course Technology PTR, 2003
Are you ready to create musical masterpieces with Reason 2.5?  If you've always wanted to try Reason but didn't know where to begin, "Reason  2.5 Ignite!" will walk you through its creative possibilities. Through a  multitude of examples and clear illustrations, you'll cover the main features  and functions of Reason....
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Chronobiology and ObesitySpringer, 2012

	Circadian rhythms are such an innate part of our lives that we rarely pause to speculate why they even exist. Some studies have suggested that the disruption of the circadian system may be causal for obesity and manifestations of Metabolic Syndrome (MetS). Shift-work, sleep-deprivation and bright-light-exposure at night are related to...
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